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Abstract: The use of cloud services, web-based software systems, the Internet of
Things (IoT), Machine Learning (ML), Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI), and other
wireless sensor devices in the health sector has resulted in signiﬁcant advancements and beneﬁts. Early disease detection, increased accessibility, and high diagnostic reach have all been made possible by digital healthcare. Despite this
remarkable achievement, healthcare data protection has become a serious issue
for all parties involved. According to data breach statistics, the healthcare data
industry is one of the major threats to cyber criminals. In reality, healthcare data
breaches have increased at an alarming rate in recent years. Practitioners are
developing a variety of tools, strategies, and approaches to solve healthcare data
security concerns. The author has highlighted the crucial measurements and parameters in relation to enormous organizational circumstances for securing a vast
amount of data in this paper. Security measures are those that prevent developers
and organizations from achieving their objectives. The goal of this work is to
identify and prioritize the security approaches that are used to locate and solve
problems using different versions of two approaches that have been used to analyze big data security in the past. The Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (Fuzzy
AHP) approach is being used by authors to examine the priorities and overall data
security. In addition, the most important features in terms of weight have been
quantitatively analyzed. Experts will discover the ﬁndings and conclusions useful
in improving big data security.
Keywords: Big data; ioT; security assessment; fuzzy AHP

1 Introduction
The IoT is a current development in the present world in which all objectives are connected to the
internet for increasing the quality of our daily lives without human interaction to share information [1,2].
The development of internet-enabled objectives has accelerated dramatically. As per the analysis report of
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CISCO-2020, more than 50 billion objectives will be needed to be interconnected. IoT is a noble and sensible
approach that makes physical things more accessible with minimum human effort. IoT has been used in a
variety of applications, including smart healthcare, smart farming, and smart cities.
The amount of data acquired by these IoT objectives in numerous formats including unstructured and
structured is growing by the day. Maintaining the security of huge data is a critical issue. The 4Vs of big
data (Velocity, Value, Volume, and Veracity) reduce the level of security that is necessary. Several
research works have been acknowledged for comprehending and categorizing the approaches for
assessing security in order to improve big data security services [3–5].
The authors are attempting to re-establish big data security by evaluating it using several security
approaches [6–10]. Although there is a lot of study in this ﬁeld, there isn’t much in the way of assessing
the properties of big data security to world problems in the literature. The factors of large data security
are crucial in ensuring security. With CIAAE (Conﬁdentiality, Integrity, Authenticity, Availability and
Efﬁciency), security factors may have an impact on big data security services. These factors each have a
unique role to play in ensuring security [11–14]. Further, neglecting security properties is not an option
for assessment.
Even so, assessing big data security is a management issue because each ﬁrm has its own approach [15–
21]. The evaluation requires decision-makers to recognize preferences while maintaining large data security.
Although, the Fuzzy-AHP approach is being used by the authors in this paper for the assessment [22–27]. It
is critical to developing a hierarchy that identiﬁes the properties that are impacted by big data security for this
assessment. Big data security has been analyzed using the hierarchy and the Fuzzy-AHP. Finally, the ﬁndings
and conclusions of this paper can be employed to improve big data security.
The following is the outline for this paper: The second segment goes over previous big data security
work. The third segment covers the fundamentals of IoT, big data, healthcare big data analytics, and big
data security. The procedure was provided in the fourth section, and the ﬁndings were discussed. Section
ﬁve contains the conclusion of the proposed task.
2 Literature Review
Kambatla [4] presented a functional structure that recognizes the capture, processing, mining, and
managing of IoT big data. Data storage module, a data processing module, data management module,
data acquisition, and integration module, and application optimization module are some of the technical
modules discussed. In addition, IoT applications, experiments, prospects, and certain open issues were
highlighted, along with some important examples.
Hashem [5] updated the existing situation and planned guidelines for using remote health monitoring in
combination. Before systems can be designed for seamless integration into clinical practice, various obstacles
in sensing, analytics, and visualization must be addressed, according to this study.
Ali [6] presented research work on storage models, data privacy, data kinds, data security, and big data
application analysis approaches. The recommended work also discussed the issues and expansion of big data
in terms of forecasting current and future trends. Finally, in the era of big data, possible issues of big data
security and machine learning approaches are addressed.
Hashem [7] projected a novel framework to process and analyze the massive amount of big data in a
cloud context based on Hadoop from the healthcare perspective. This research work deﬁned the
signiﬁcance of big data that is used to take accurate results for health practitioners by choosing the right
care. Several approaches based on cryptography were employed to secure the framework. Map Reduce
approach was employed for healthcare-based big data to increase performance. Further, Hadoop was
employed to analyze the massive healthcare-based big data more appropriately.
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Elijah [8] discussed a summary of big data analytics and IoT in the agricultural ﬁeld. Precision
agriculture, agriculture machinery, observing, tracing, tracking, and production were all brieﬂy discussed
as areas where IoT in agriculture is being developed. Demonstrated the signiﬁcance of big data analytics
and how it can assist with insurance, farm management, storage, decision-making, precision farming, and
prediction from an agriculture perspective. Finally, the future issues and challenges that are open have
been acknowledged and deliberated. Security and cost were identiﬁed as factors that this study found to
be challenging in the farming industry.
Nalini [9] presented big data analytics and IoT. The challenges of big data and IoT were deliberated such
as data security issues, big data storage, big data analytics, impact on day-to-day living. The inefﬁciencies
occur in data collection including money, time, efforts, and loss of status when security was being
compromised.
Siddiqa [10] revisited the advanced features of big data including background, history, and related
technologies. Mainly, this work motivated big data analytic classes, architecture, stages, and explained
big data issues or challenges speciﬁcally security, privacy, accurate decisions, heterogeneous sources,
minimum energy consumption, and within time. More, the various applications of big data were
described with some instances: government, healthcare, agriculture, telecommunication, transportation
insurance, banking, manufacturing, retail, and customer products.
3 Big Data and Internet of Things
Sensors, gadgets, temperature sensors, healthcare applications, digital devices, and software programs
generate massive amounts of unstructured, or semi-structured, and organized data that are all producing
more data. Further, big data is the outcome of this tremendous data creation [6]. When it comes to
keeping, treating, and analyzing rapidly rising amounts of large data, traditional database systems are
inefﬁcient [7]. The term “big data” has been used in the past, but it is comparatively different from the
perspective of Information Technology (IT) [9]. The next frontier for improvement, competition, and
production is an example of big data-related theories; were, [13] deﬁned big data as the number of
datasets that are a better database system tool than the typical tools for obtaining, keeping, treating, and
analyzing such data [8]. According to the IT world [11], extracting value from a massive volume of data
in many formats by allowing high-speed data discovery, analysis and capture are the main objectives of
big data technology. Also, big data is divided into three categories including data sources, data analytics,
and analytics ﬁndings presentations. The 3Vs (Volume, Variety, and Velocity) paradigm produced by
Steed [11] that is used to deﬁne big data. The 3Vs model illustrates an e-commerce trend during
managing the data that encounter volume or size management difﬁculties.
3.1 Types of Big Data
The big data are categorized into three ways which are given below:
3.1.1 Structured Big Data
Structured data is deﬁned as data that can be monitored, accessed, and managed in a stable way [12]. It
denotes to extremely structured material that can be stored and accessed from a database with ease using
simple search engine approaches. For example, the personnel table in a ﬁrm database will be designed so
that employee information, such as job titles, salaries, and so on, is organized.
3.1.2 Unstructured Big Data
Unstructured data refers to information that does not have a clear shape or organization [13]. Processing
and analyzing unstructured data becomes extremely difﬁcult and time-consuming according to the results. A
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heterogeneous data source including a variety of simple text ﬁles, photos, videos, and email, for example, is
one example of unstructured data.
3.1.3 Semi-Structured Big Data
Structured and unstructured large data can both be found in semi-structured data [14]. We can acquire
semi-structured data in a structured format, but it is not deﬁned by a table deﬁnition in a relational database
management system. A data set contained in an Extensible Markup Language (XML) ﬁle is an example of
semi-structured data.
3.2 Internet of Things
IoT provides a stage for sensors, things, and equipment that allows for unfettered communication in a
smart environment and facilitates data sharing between sites [15]. The most recent version of wireless-based
numerous technologies employs IoT as the next breakthrough tool, and internet technology will provide the
opportunity. With evolving smart systems include smart ofﬁces, smart agriculture, smart retail, smart
transportation, smart healthcare, smart water supply, and smart energy, IoT has gained different
acceptance during constructing smart cities [16,17].
In recent years, the IoT has developed as a different style that may be utilized to collect data in mobile
devices, transportation services, home applications, and general utilities [17–19]. Emergency alarms,
wristwatches, garage doors, and vending machines as well as home appliances such as refrigerators, air
conditioners, water heaters, and microwave ovens, are all connected to an IoT network and managed
remotely [18–20]. Huge numbers of communication devices are incorporated in sensors in the IoT
paradigm. Data is captured via sensors, and it will be sent via embedded communication devices. Several
communication options, such as ZigBee, Bluetooth, Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM),
and Wireless Fidelity (WiFi), are used to keep devices and objects connected [21].
The communication devices receive commands and exchange data from remote-controlled equipment,
allowing for direct incorporation with the outside world via computers to enhance the quality of life. More
than ﬁfty billion gadgets, including smart sensors, laptops, phones, and game consoles are expected to be
connected to the internet using emerging technologies [22–24]. IoT’s most recent version of numerous
wireless technologies is the next innovative technology that helps utilize all possibilities.
4 Big Data Analytics
Big data analytics is the procedure of mining, ﬁnding, and analyzing large databases in order to restore
decision-making performance [1,3–5]. The capability to analyze large amounts of data can support a
corporation deal with signiﬁcant data that can have a negative impact on the company. As an outcome,
the primary purpose of big data analytics is to assist corporations in better comprehending data and
making well-informed decisions. Data miners and scientists can use big data analytics to investigate
enormous amounts of data that aren’t accessible with outdated tools [2,4].
Big data analytics necessitates a variety of technologies and approaches that may be used to convert
massive amounts of semi-structured, unstructured, and structured data into a format that can be analyzed.
Algorithms are frequently used in these analytical tools to ﬁnd diverse trends, patterns, and interactions in
data at different time intervals. The systematic tools depict the outcomes in the form of graphs, spatial
charts, and tables for operational decision-making when the data analysis is completed. As the outcomes
of the scalability and complexity of data, as well as the underlying algorithms that allow such
approaches, big data analysis is a signiﬁcant issue in many applications.
As a result, the focus of the issue is on the performance of current algorithms employed in big data
analysis as the number of computational inputs continues to expand rapidly. While some technologies can
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handle enormous data collections in a reasonable amount of time, big data analytics approaches take a long
time to provide users with feedback and assistance. Contrary to popular belief, the majority of the remaining
tools rely on complicated approaches such as trial-and-error to deal with these massive datasets and data
heterogeneity.
4.1 Categories of Healthcare Big Data Analytics
Different forms of analytics are available based on the needs of IoT applications [5–7]. The real-time,
memory-level, off-line, large level, and Business Intelligence (BI) level analytics categories are described
in this subsection. Fig. 1 also includes a comparison based on the types of analytics and their levels.

Big data Analytics

Descriptive Analytics

Predictive Analytics

Prescriptive Analytics

Figure 1: Healthcare big data analytic types
 Using business intelligence and data mining, descriptive analytics helps to demonstrate a picture of
the past. Experience, as we all know, teaches us a lot. Using this data aids in the delivery of an
approach for drawing a plan to achieve the goal.
 When compared to traditional business approaches, predictive analytics using large datasets helps to
improve the client experience while also increasing the results. It enables the evaluation of large
volumes of transactional and unstructured data at the same time, with the results assisting in the
prediction of the future. Predicting the future based on usable datasets has been a difﬁcult task
since the dawn of computing till now. This form of business intelligence application aids in the
computation of data streams with a broader reach, such as shopping experiences, social media
content, survey results, and everyday user actions.
 The term “prescriptive analytics” refers to a tool that makes recommendations. By learning patterns,
prior approaches, and data inputs, the system delivers suggestions based on the outcomes it has
generated (unstructured and structured). This approach also permits for analyzing and
recommending based on the conclusions of any other study on a similar action. By entering data
from other research, it aids in connecting the dots and delivering answers based on both ascribed
efforts. Since we cannot completely rely on machines, which are human inventions, they are only
seen as possibilities. Though, depending on the ﬁndings, a thorough investigation into alternative
solutions to a problem can be conducted.
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4.2 Big Data Analytics Life Cycle
For data science projects and big data problems, the data analytic lifecycle is taken into account. To handle
the many requirements for executing big data analysis, a step-by-step procedure is required to arrange the
activities and tasks associated with data acquisition, processing, analysis, and repurposing (Tab. 1).
Table 1: Lifecycle of data analytics
Data Analytics
Lifecycle

Descriptions

Discovery

• Data science investigates and learns about the problem. Improve context and
comprehension.
• Learn about the data sources that will be required and accessible for the assignment.
• The team develops early hypotheses that can be veriﬁed with data later.
• Data science creates datasets for producing, training, and testing at this level.
• Based on the work done during the model planning phase, the team builds and
executes models.
• Explores data to discover links between variables, then chooses crucial variables
and the best appropriate models.
• MATLAB and STATISTICA are two popular tools for this step.
• Before modeling and analysis, there are steps to discover, pre-process, and
condition data.
• It necessitates the creation of an analytic sandbox, as well as the execution, loading,
and transformation of data into the sandbox by the team.
• Tasks for data preparation are anticipated to be completed several times and in no
particular order.
• Hadoop, Alpine Miner, Open Reﬁne, and other tools are normally used for this
phase.
• Next the execution of the model, the team must relate the results to the success and
failure criteria deﬁned.
• The team evaluates how to communicate funding to numerous team members and
stakeholders in the most effective way possible, taking into consideration
suggestions and assumptions.
• The team should categorize major ﬁnancing sources, calculate the business value,
and create a narrative to summarise and communicate funding sources to
participants.
• Create datasets for use in testing and production.
• Teams also examine whether their current tools are adequate for running models or
if they require a more robust environment for model execution.
• Rand PL/R, Octave, and WEKA are examples of free and open-source software.
• MATLAB and STATISTICA are commercial tools.
• The team communicates the project's beneﬁts more clearly and establishes an
experimental project to organize work in a controlled manner before expanding the
project's complete enterprise of consumers.
• This tactic allows the team to learn about the model's performance and restrictions
in a production setting on a modest scale before deploying it fully.
• Final reports, brieﬁngs, and codes are delivered by the team.
• Octave, SQL, and MADLIB are examples of free and open-source software.

Model Planning

Data Preparations

Communication
Results

Model Building

Operationalize
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4.3 Connection Between Big Data Analytics and IoT
In the IoT, big data analytics is rapidly evolving for active decision-making. The study of “connected
items” is one of the most essential components of IoT. Further, IoT and big data analytics necessitate the
processing of a large amount of data and its storage in a variety of storage systems. Because the majority
of unstructured data is collected in an open manner from web-enabled devices, big data solutions must
combine light intelligence analysis with larger queries in order to obtain fast insights, make fast
decisions, and communicate with humans and machines.
The integrated architecture and built operating system enable sophisticated applications by allowing
groups of sensing and activating devices to share information on sites. In general, IoT expands the
quantity and variety of data. In addition, it opens the door to big data analytics applications and
development. The goal of big data technologies in IoT is to speed up the development of IoT and
commercial models. Fig. 2 depicts the association between IoT and big data. To handle IoT data, three
processes are involved. The ﬁrst step is to manage IoT databases, which are used by networked sensors
to communicate with one another.

Figure 2: IoT and big data analytics relationship
For example, communication equipment like smart trafﬁc lights, smart home devices, and ClosedCircuit Television (CCTV) cameras generate massive amounts of data in a variety of forms. The data will
be kept in a low-cost cloud storage system. Data is created in the second phase, which is referred to as
“big data” because of its volume, velocity, and variety. Shared distributed error handler databases will be
used to store this vast amount of data. In the ﬁnal phase, analytics technologies such as Map-Reduce are
used to analyze big IoT datasets. The four levels of analysis start with experimental data and go to
analytic queries, tools, and reports at the next level.
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4.4 Big Data Analytics in Healthcare
By identifying connections from a large volume of healthcare data, big data analytics has the prospective
to enhance the quality of care and lower patient medical costs by providing a broader viewpoint of clinical
competence based on medical evidence and numerous tests. Advanced analytical approaches and tools used
in healthcare systems deliver services that meet an increasing need by allowing healthcare organizations to
handle large amounts of data in real-time, analyze in real-time, and remove data from all patients’ medical
records. The primary goal of Big Data Analytics (BDA) is to enhance the functioning of a healthcare facility
so that people can live healthier lives. This includes numerous analytical tools for understanding factors
linkages and discovering knowledge, including machine learning, pattern identiﬁcation, visualization, and
data mining.
Big data analytics is founded on the notion of data mining, which entails using a variety of analytical
approaches to evaluate and examine massive amounts of data in order to extract relevant and usable
information. The publications [8–11] may provide example proof concerning big data analytics and
healthcare to the authors of this work. The goal of big data analytics in smart healthcare the volume of
data in the healthcare business is always growing from numerous sources, but processing this data in hard
or soft copy formats is quite difﬁcult [12]. Data digitalization can help solve this problem, but one of the
most difﬁcult tasks is analyzing all of the data. When dealing with vast amounts of data, data analysis is
critical because it will be utilized to make judgments.
Big data analysis creates a new method for healthcare systems that requires estimating the reasonable
time for producing reasonable discretions, organizing future perspectives, and maximizing time value. At
the same time, it assists health institutions in providing cognitive knowledge on their planning,
management, and measurements. Finally, the estimated results are a tool to help managers improve their
executive abilities. The usage of IoT data analytics in the healthcare business is depicted in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: IoT data analytics concerning healthcare
5 Big Data Security: A Point of Concern
Big data is primarily classiﬁed into four elements based on the data: volume, variety, velocity, and value,
which is referred to as the 4 V‘s model represented by Kumar et al. [13] (Fig. 4). This approach is primarily
highlighted by an e-commerce trend in which data management issues include managing enormous amounts
of data, a variety of data, and the speed with which data is generated.
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Veracity

4 V's Big
Data

Value
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Figure 4: Big data’s 4 V’s in healthcare
5.1 Volume
Some factors contribute to the data volume and it could be transactional data that has been collected over
time or data ﬂowing through social media [14,15]. The data volume refers to the total amount of mass data in
an organization. The volume of data created in an organization grows at a random rate, which can be
measured in petabytes and zeta bytes depending on the organization’s making actions and kind.
5.2 Velocity
The data in the full data transferred currently in an organization or motion is referred to as velocity [16].
The rate at which an organization generates, processes, and analyses data are usually increasing. It has an
impact on how data is formed and sent from one place to the next. It’s frequently time-sensitive.
5.3 Value
We must concentrate on value as a major issue. The amount of data we save or process isn’t the only
factor that determines value [17]. It is the amount of valuable, dependable, and trustworthy data that must
be saved, processed, and analyzed in order to uncover insights.
5.4 Veracity
Veracity, which is made up of data about which the organization is unsure [18,19]. It examines the
degree to which various types of data are regarded as reliable. Factors such as weather and consumer
feedback, as well as reaching a choice, typically delay an organization’s executing of processes to
guarantee the quality and reliability of data.
Security has several signiﬁcant factors of big data security that have an indirect impact. CIAAE is a set
of factors. Auxiliary, CIAAE is one of the security pillars [3,5,11–14]. Conﬁdentiality denotes to the
permission of authorized access to sensitive and secure data in the context of security. Integrity is a
demand-driven factor that is recognized by ethical assurance and resolutions. In the context of a computer
system, availability denotes to a customer’s ability to access information or assets for a speciﬁc amount
of time. This work contributes to a fuzzy AHP-based assessment of big data security. Fig. 5 depicts a tree
structure of big data security features [15–17].
Further, Fig. 5 shows that CIAAE and EDS (Efﬁciency, Durability, and Storage Capacity) affect the
security of big data [13–17]. Big data security may be enhanced by targeting CIAAE with EDS together
[15,17,19]. Hence, these factors should be involved in the assessment of big data security. We must
protect data from leakage since conﬁdentiality is the foundation of big data security and privacy. The
value of the data will be lost if it is leaked [16]. If hackers target the data and change it or unearth secret
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information, the value of the big data could be lost. Because big data security and privacy demand a lot of
network bandwidth, efﬁciency is very important [17,18]. Authenticity is required to ensure that data sources,
processors, and authorized data requesters are trustworthy [19,20]. Authenticity can help you avoid bad
analysis results and get the most out of your big data.
Availability

BIG DATA SECURITY

VOLUME

Efficiency
Confidentiality
Storage
g Capacity
p y

Authenticity

VALUE
Availability
Confidentiality
Integrity
VERACITY

Authenticity
Integrity

VELOCITY

Availability
Efficiency
Durability

Figure 5: A tree structure of big data security factors
Big data should be available whenever we require it. Otherwise, its worth may dwindle. Integrity is also
necessary for obtaining useful and reliable data. We cannot analyze the correct conclusion with wrong or
partial data, especially when the missing data is the most sensitive and useful. The longevity of big data
security for a given time period is characterized as durability [23]. Security durability has a considerable
impact on big data security because the time limit of security has a substantial impact on total big data
security. Storage capacity is a sub-aspect of big data security that works with various storage systems to
determine how much data must be available in storage nodes at the same time.
6 Fuzzy Based Decision Making Approach
The major goals are to establish goals based on the weight and categorization of the security attribute of
big data through a multi-criteria decision-making process that demonstrates the usage of analytical hierarchy,
in order to create a secure and dependable network [3]. Because no efforts to objectively categorize and grade
the big data security factors have been made, the Fuzzy AHP can be utilized to prioritize them [3,22].
Because it is useful in decision-making procedures to mitigate the problem of uncertainty and uncertainty,
Fuzzy AHP produces more accurate ﬁndings than classical AHP [22]. This will improve the security and
early detection of vulnerabilities, which will help consumers and organizations by increasing secure
network capacity and durability. The AHP was used to explore the prioritization of large data security
factors using a multi-criteria decision-making system [22,23].
Multiple-Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM) is an operation research sub-discipline that aids in the
decision-making process by allowing for multiple assessments of conﬂicting criteria [24]. Further, when
compared to other MCDM approaches, AHP is a superior approach for measuring the objective and
subjective values of the qualities [24,25]. Regardless, the underlying vagueness and ambiguity found by
drawing the consciousness of precise no’s of a decision-maker are impossible to measure with AHP [25].
The author discovered that practitioners consolidated fuzzy theory with AHP since the real world is
especially shaky for investigating uncertain real situations [25,26]. Furthermore, the AHP uses the matrix
for pair-wise comparisons in “MCDM” situations, as shown in Eq. (1).
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where aij= 1 and aijj =a1ij , i, j = 1, 2… n
Here aij = 1 and aij = 1/aij, i, j = 1, 2… n. A n-by-n matrix, A can be articulated as per appeared in Eq. (1).
Let C1, C2… Cn indicates the arrangement of the feature while aij stand for an evaluated decision on a couple
of features Ci, Cj. The relative consequences of the two factors are appraised utilizing a scale [22,23]. The
Fuzzy AHP approach entails four important steps, which are detailed below. The issue is then organized into
a hierarchical graded framework for Fuzzy AHP to address. The study’s purpose is to develop a hybrid model
of MCDM large data security approaches. The huge data security factor structure is depicted in the diagram.
This hierarchy can be created by employing expert opinions and replies in questionnaires, as well as
brainstorming and other approaches. The Triangular Fuzzy Numbers (TFN) are then used to deﬁne
the hierarchy.
To begin, the problem is divided into hierarchical scaled arrangements in order to be tackled with Fuzzy
AHP. It should be represented very clearly, and a systematic balanced structure, as shown in Fig. 5, is created
(Tree diagram of big data security factors). The goal of this research is to gather information for a hybrid
model of MCDM approaches for large data security. The structure of large data security factors is
depicted in the diagram. This hierarchy is created by employing expert opinions and responses in a
questionnaire/opinion poll, or by brainstorming and other approaches.
There are a lot of unknown details in fuzzy set theory. A fuzzy collection is made up of membership
range artifacts. A membership function deﬁnes such a factor, assigning a membership grade to each item
that falls between zero and one (1). A fuzzy triangular form is depicted in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Comparison of the results
TFN shown mainly as (Lo, Mi, Up). The Eqs. (2–4) are used to convert the numeric values into “TFN”
[24,25] and signiﬁed as “(Loij, Miij, Upij) where Loij is lower value, Miij is middle value and Upij are the
highest level events”. Further, TFN [ηij] is setup as the accompanying:
gij ¼ ½Loij ;

Miij ;

Upij  Here Loij  Miij  Upij

(2)
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Loij ¼ minðJijk Þ
Miij ¼ ðJij1 ;

(3)

Jij2 . . . . . . :Jijk Þ1=k

(4)

Upij ¼ maxðJijk Þ

(5)
0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
C11

C12

C13

C21

Fuzzy AHP

C22

C23

Fuzzy ANP

C24

C31

C32

Classical AHP

C33

C41

C42

C43

Classical ANP

Figure 7: Triangular fuzzy numbers
Jijk displays the relative value of two parameters provided by the expert z in the example above. Where i
and j are calculated parameters by experts. The geometric mean for a set of relationships determines this
value. Stakeholder consensus, which reﬂects the lowest and greatest ratings for the relative value of the
two parameters, will be accurately summarized and described. After collecting the TFN value for each
pair of reference points, a fuzzy matrix of (n x n) dimensions is created. This research combines analysts
and engineers with big data security experience. AHP analysis is completely reliant on volunteers who
have been carefully chosen. After qualitative evaluation, the “TFN” membership task and pair-wise
comparisons are determined to construct the confusing choice matrix in the third step.
Additional, when the matrix has been detected, defuzziﬁcation is performed to produce a quantiﬁable
value based on assessed TFN values. Reverse fuzziﬁcation is defuzziﬁcation. The defuzziﬁcation
approach used in this work was adapted from [26,27], which was created in Eqs. (5–7), and is known as
alpha cutting.
~
~ ¼ ½b:AaðLo
~
qabðAÞ
ij Þ þ ð1  bÞ:AaðUpij Þ

(6)

where 0 ≤α ≤ 1 and 0 ≤β≤ 1
Such that,
~
AaðLo
ij Þ ¼ ðMiij  Loij Þ:a þ Loij

(7)

~
AaðUp
ij Þ ¼ Upij  ðUpij  Miij Þ:a

(8)

For professional states, these computations employ and. These two numbers range from 0 to 1. The
alpha cut of a fuzzy set is an all-element package. An integer between 0 and 1 is used as the alphathreshold. It has an alpha threshold value that is more than or equal to the membership value set. The
lesser and higher defused values are indicated by (Lo ij) and (Up ij). Eq. (8) depicts the matrix that was
created after the participants’ decisions were evaluated.
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2
C1

~ ¼ i0 A ; 2
q; g0 ðAÞ

C1

C2
1

0
6
1=A ; 2 ð~a 21Þ
C2 6
6
½~aij ¼ . 6
:
.. 6
6
4
:
0
Cn
2
1=A ; ð~a j1Þ

............

0

A ; 2 ð~a 11Þ . . . . . .
1 . . . ::
:
:
0

1=A ;

2

Cn
0

A ; 2 ð~a 1iÞ

3

0
7
A ; 2 ð~a 2iÞ 7
7
7
:
7
7
5
:

ð~a j2Þ . . . . . .

(9)

1

For a fuzzy number, aij indicates the relative relevance of two C1 factors. The ability to view a hazy
package as a series of ﬂat sets is sometimes aided by alpha reduction. Crisp sets, (a), effectively represent
whether or not an entity belongs to a group. In Eq. (9), a single pair matrix is used. According to the
outcomes, evaluating the peer-to-peer reference matrix is an additional step in this approach. Own vector
computing is used to select the aggregated weight of speciﬁed norms. Expect that aij’s own vector is
denoted by, and that the unusual factor of aij is denoted.
~  kI:q ¼ 0
½qa; bðAÞ

(10)

Eq. (10) is based on a linear vector transformation, which I discuss in more detail below. Weights with
speciﬁed standards could be constructed for every other potential criteria by adding Eqs. (1–9) to the
equation. Now, calculate the Ratio of Consistency (CR). If the CR value is less than 0.1, the AHP
measurement is calculated accurately a second time.
7 Data Analysis and Results
Big data security qualities are multi-dimensional and, in most cases, qualitative. Assessing the big data
security aspects statistically becomes a difﬁcult task. As a result, the relative weights and rankings of big data
security criteria validate a major responsibility for network design that is highly secure. Tab. 2 shows a built
aggregated fuzzy pair-wise comparison matrix that displays the priorities derived from many pair-wise
comparisons at level 1. The fuzziﬁed aggregated pair-wise comparison matrix at level 2 for sub-factors
(C1, C2, C3, C4) is created by utilizing the geometric typical approach to analyze expert opinions (Eqs.
(1–4)). Also, Tabs. 3–6 show the produced matrix fuzzy aggregated pair-wise comparison matrix at level 1.
Table 2: Pair-wise judgment matrix in fuzzy form at level 1
C1

C2

C3

C4

C3 -

1.75500, 2.34500,
3.03600
1.000000, 1.000000,
1.000000
-

C4 -

-

1.48500, 1.950075,
2.520063
0.500700, 0.780060,
1.160000
1.000000, 1.000000,
1.000000
-

1.120098, 1.550051,
1.989005
0.560000, 0.720000,
0.960099
0.628006, 0.817005,
1.000756
1.000000, 1.000000,
1.000000

C1 1.000000, 1.000000,
1.000000
C2 -
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Table 3: Pair-wise judgment matrix in fuzzy form for F1 at level 2
C11

C12

C13

C11 1.000000, 1.000000, 1.000000 0.230075, 0.287009, 0.367005 0.342001, 0.447700, 0.824007
C12 1.000000, 1.000000, 1.000000 0.661004, 1.172005, 1.690036
C13 1.000000, 1.000000, 1.000000
Table 4: Pair-wise judgment matrix in fuzzy form for C2 at level 2
C21

C22

C23

C24

C23 -

0.690041, 0.895003,
1.110024
1.000000, 1.000000,
1.000000
-

C24 -

-

0.234005, 0.280078,
0.364001
0.490031, 0.642003,
1.241004
1.000000, 1.000000,
1.000000
-

0.710012, 0.950041,
1.350012
0.271003, 0.350015,
0.520016
1.085004, 1.329007,
1.558002
1.000000, 1.000000,
1.000000

C21 1.000000, 1.000000,
1.000000
C22 -

Table 5: Pair-wise judgment matrix in fuzzy form for C3 at level 2
C31

C32

C33

C31 1.000000, 1.000000, 1.000000 0.665003, 1.172003, 1.697004 1.157006, 1.447002, 1.704003
C32 1.000000, 1.000000, 1.000000 1.007007, 1.524007, 1.934003
C33 1.000000, 1.000000, 1.000000
Table 6: Pair-wise judgment matrix in fuzzy form for C4 at level 2
C41

C42

C43

C41 1.000000, 1.000000, 1.000000 1.197008, 1.580083, 2.150064 0.491001, 0.642002, 1.009009
C42 1.000000, 1.000000, 1.000000 0.224001, 0.290056, 0.427009
C43 1.000000, 1.000000, 1.000000
With the help of Eqs. (5–8), this paper uses the cut approach of defuzziﬁcation. Furthermore, CR values
are less than 0.1 (Eqs. (1–10)). Tabs. 7–11 display the defuzziﬁed aggregated pair-wise comparison matrix
and local weights at level 1 and level 2 factors, according to the hierarchical structure (C1, C2, C3, C4). The
dependent or overall weights and hierarchy ranking are shown in Tab. 12. Further, Tab. 12 shows the
weighted evaluation standards for the most important concerns to big data security, according to the
hierarchy. The difference between Fuzzy-AHP and AHP ﬁndings is seen in Tab. 13 and Fig. 7.
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Table 7: Defuzziﬁed matrix and local weight at level 1
C1
C1
1.0000000
C2
0.4215000
C3
0.5046000
C4
0.6425000
CR = 0.0015004

C2

C3

C4

Weights

2.3723000
1.0000000
1.2100320
1.3420080

1.9810090
0.8240030
1.0000000
1.2035000

1.5560040
0.7440070
0.8300090
1.0000000

0.3800000
0.1800000
0.2100000
0.2300000

Table 8: Defuzziﬁed matrix and local weight at level 1 for C1

C11
C12
C13
CR = 0.00245

C11

C12

C13

Weights

1.0000000
0.8520050
2.0240030

1.1700300
1.0000000
0.8530020

0.4900400
1.1700200
1.0000000

0.2748000
0.3297000
0.3955000

Table 9: Defuzziﬁed matrix and local weight at level 1 for C2
C21
C21
1.0000000
C22
1.1210010
C23
0.8520050
C24
1.0060010
CR = 0.0025400

C22

C23

C24

Weights

0.8920000
1.0000000
1.4470020
2.6880020

1.1730000
0.6900100
1.0000000
0.7700040

0.9900400
0.3700200
1.2900800
1.0000000

0.2462000
0.1821000
0.2723000
0.2994000

Table 10: Defuzziﬁed matrix and local weight at level 1 for C3
C31
C31
1.0000000
C32
0.8533000
C33
0.7337000
CR= 0.0025000

C32

C33

Weights

1.1720000
1.0000000
0.6707000

1.3630000
1.4910000
1.0000000

0.3842000
0.3564000
0.2594000

Table 11: Defuzziﬁed matrix and local weight at level 1 for C4
C41
C41
1.0000000
C42
0.6124000
C43
1.4472000
CR= 0.0052000

C42

C43

Weights

1.6330000
1.0000000
3.3003000

0.6910000
0.3030000
1.0000000

0.3158000
0.1731000
0.5111000
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Table 12: Global weights through the hierarchy
Factors of Level Independent
1
Weights

Factors of Level Independent
2
Weights

Global
Weights

Final
Ranking

C1

0.3800000

C2

0.1800000

C3

0.2100000

C4

0.2300000

C11
C12
C13
C21
C22
C23
C24
C31
C32
C33
C41
C42
C43

0.1044240
0.1252860
0.1502900
0.0443160
0.0327780
0.0490140
0.0538920
0.0806820
0.0748440
0.0544740
0.0726340
0.0398130
0.1175530

4
2
1
11
13
10
9
5
6
8
7
12
3

0.2748000
0.3297000
0.3955000
0.2462000
0.1821000
0.2723000
0.2994000
0.3842000
0.3564000
0.2594000
0.3158000
0.1731000
0.5111000

Table 13: Comparisons between the outcomes
Factors

Fuzzy AHP

Fuzzy ANP

Classical AHP

Classical ANP

C11
C12
C13
C21
C22
C23
C24
C31
C32
C33
C41
C42
C43

0.1044240
0.1252860
0.1502900
0.0443160
0.0327780
0.0490140
0.0538920
0.0806820
0.0748440
0.0544740
0.0726340
0.0398130
0.1175530

0.1044120
0.1251250
0.1501240
0.0442540
0.0322140
0.0491140
0.0538540
0.0811450
0.0755470
0.0545240
0.0725640
0.0397430
0.1175240

0.1045440
0.1253650
0.1512540
0.0442560
0.0325540
0.0491140
0.0533560
0.0819650
0.0747540
0.0542360
0.0722250
0.0397540
0.1175590

0.1044250
0.1255470
0.1544510
0.0445620
0.0323670
0.0495670
0.0535540
0.0800050
0.0722310
0.0542360
0.0722360
0.0395470
0.1172540

As shown in Tab. 13, the modiﬁcation between the ﬁndings of big data security assessment using FuzzyAHP and traditional AHP approaches is insigniﬁcant [22–24]. While employing Fuzzy-AHP rather than
conventional AHP, it is possible to obtain results that are more efﬁcient and enhanced. It’s because
utilizing Fuzzy with AHP produces more exact inputs and, crisper results.
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In big data security, Fig. 7 shows a graphical representation of the comparison of the outcomes derived
from the Fuzzy-AHP and Classical AHP approaches, including global weights and the ﬁnal ranking of the
factors. Fuzzy-AHP is clearly superior to Classical AHP in terms of efﬁciency [25–27]. Big data security and
IoT have gotten a lot of attention recently. In this day, big data security is a burgeoning ﬁeld of study. The
goal of the proposed research is to improve security aspects and compare fuzzy based approaches.
8 Conclusions
In this day, big data security is a burgeoning ﬁeld of study. Contributing factors in the area of big data
security play an important role in determining security. Next, choosing the most important factor from a list
of options is vital for effective big data security. Based on large data security, this paper expressed viewpoints
on the straight associated qualities and sub-factors. The assessment found that the directed dependency on
Fuzzy Analytical Network Process (ANP), the ecological instance of validation, and trustworthiness are
the most planned factors of all. The comprehensive values have been calculated as the results of the
effective application of Fuzzy AHP. The priority-based attribute listing aids in determining the utmost
signiﬁcant factors among a large number of factors in big data security. Furthermore, periodization will
aid in devising approaches for determining the most effective use of big data security in explicit analysis
and mitigation mechanisms. We are excited to conduct numerous experiments employing various MCDM
approaches on the same research problem and in various IoT applications including smart healthcare. The
suggested effort is a quantitative assessment that aims to improve the strength of big data security
features. The following are the primary implications of the proposed work:
 The security approaches will be improved, evaluated, identiﬁed, and prioritised by focusing on big
data security factors.
 MCDM approaches, such as Fuzzy-AHP, have been shown to produce more efﬁcient ﬁndings than
Classical AHP, making them a viable approach for assessing large data security.
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